### Cafes:
5 Green Nero Cafe (generic)
9 A variety to choose from
2 Sofra Cafe & Restaurant
8 MiTo art cafe

### Bars:
3 Beirut hummus & music bar
A Kufle I Kapsle multitp bar (good quality beer)
B Piw Paw (Beer lovers paradise)
C Spiskowcy Rozkoszy (bar / club)
D Drink Bar

### Restaurants:
1 Mandala (Indian-Thai-Nepalese)
2 Sofra Cafe & Restaurant (Turkish)
3 Beirut hummus & music bar (Lebanese)
4 Manekin (pancakes), ORZO (burgers, pasta, pizza)
6 U Szwejka (Czech), Chłopskie Jadło (Polish)
7 Pelna Para (Asian style dumplings)
9 Que Huong (Vietnamese)
10 Pizza
11 Wi Taj (Thai)
12 Sexy Duck (Italian)
13 Chwast Food (vegan burgers, the closest vegan place to IMPAN, quick service and cheap)
14 Wegeguru (vegan lunch and dinner)
15 Kuchnia Konfliktu (it’s run by immigrants and refugees, who want settle down in Poland and integrate with local community, so the food is international, but every day from another region of the world)
16 Tel Aviv (vegan restaurant)
17 Loving Hut (Asian vegan)
18 Groole (potato place, just outside the institute (turn left), vegi options available)
19 Bar Hoa Lan (Vietnamese place, just outside the institute (turn right), vegi options available, cheap)
20 Hala Koszyki (lots of food courts, take-aways and bars, also other shops)
21 Warung Jakarta (Indonesian, lunch offer)